DISRUPTIVE INNOVATION
The Most Innovative Products and Solutions from Middleby

What is innovative?
RapidPak introduces the NEW RP-25, unveiled at IFFA 2019

Run faster! The RapidPak RP-25 is our fastest entry-level horizontal form-fill-seal packager.

It features:
- Improved sanitation.
- Zero package defects due to cross-cutting.
- Easy-to-adjust controls.

THE RP-25 STANDS OUT AS HIGH QUALITY PRODUCT WITH BETTER SANITATION AND HIGHER SPEED.

What is exciting about the RP-25?
With the RP-25, you get high capacity for a smaller investment. This unit processes 60 packages per minute, with fast changeover time.

Continuous one piece loading guards allow for no crevices in the product loading zone.

Easy to maintain
The RapidPak RP-25 has a simple design and provides easy access to all components, making it easy to work on.

Features
- Ergonomic design
- Fastest changeovers
- Siemens based controls
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